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Matthew Payne certainly has quite the ministry and knowledge of Prophetic Evangelism and in his

new book Prophetic Evangelism Made Simple, he showcases it all in a nonthreatening, accessible

format.If you have ever wanted to get into the Biblical habit of prophesying, then this book is for you.

If you have ever heard the voice of God, then you need to pick up this book. Payne even makes a

rock solid argument why every Christian should learn to walk in the prophetic and practice prophetic

evangelism in everyday life, and it's surprisingly easy.Payne lays out a step by step approach to

prophesying on the streets, giving guidance to the inexperienced and encouraging the experienced

to continue in the Lord's work. Payne takes you through his own personal journey on the way and

shows you how to overcome fear, inexperience, and the lies you have told yourself or others have

told you.The book ends in an unconventional, yet special way. After he prays a special impartation

prayer, Payne gives his own personal email address and Facebook page for you to contact him and

practice your newfound skills in prophecy on him.Payne highly recommends both the books called

"Prophetic Evangelism" by Mark Stibbe and Simon Peter, also."Prophetic Evangelism Made Simple

was unusually straight forward and understandable for a book dealing with such a complex topic. I

think that anyone would be able to understand the text, even someone that has just heard the

Gospel message."Jeannie IngrahamReligion and Philosophy writer: Global Intrigue.This is an 146

page book. If you enjoy this book, could you please take 5 minutes and write an honest review of it

for others to read. Please note that you can now get this book as an Audio Book from Audible
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Take caution! Matthew Robert PayneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s "Prophetic Evangelism Made Simple:

Prophetic Seed Sowing" makes readers want to hit the ground running in sharing

GodÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s heart with the masses. The author writes in an easy-flowing format with a

simple sentence structure that makes it easy for people of all ages to understand. Through stories

and ample instructions, Mr. PayneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s book demystifies prophetic evangelism

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ and encourages all to be open in hearing GodÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s voice, and to

stop for the one He puts in our path. His compassion is visible on every page, and this is possibly

the best training for on-the-street prophetic evangelism on the market today. Get this book, apply

the lessons, and you wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t be disappointed.

In this day and age of cell phones and instant messaging we all want an easy way to stay in touch

and encourage those we love. God has his own instant messaging methods and if you want to see

how he uses them and why you should be involved in relaying his encouragement then read this

book.Matthew Payne is a simple man with a down to earth message about God's continuing love

and affection for us. But, he is also regularly involved in relaying God's personal messages to us.

Think of him as a brother who wants to keep the rest of us siblings up to date on Dad's direction and

encouragement.While Matthew clearly loves hearing from our Father, he wants us to learn to hear

and share Dad's instant messages as well. So, if you have ever wanted to really hear from God and

pass along his timely observations, then read this book and share it. I loved it !

In this book Matthew Robert Payne teaches and encourages the reader how to move into the

prophetic and be able to share the thoughts the Lord has for them. What I love about this book is it

is not the typical street evangelism book, it is refreshing because it allows you the messenger to

share the heart of the Father out of love without the pressure of leading people into the sinner's

prayer. Matthew is very generous since he speaks from experience, giving you all the tips to be

successful, activates you through a prayer at the last chapter and even encourages you to contact



him and prophesy to him to hone your prophetic gift. It's a book that you will not keep on your shelf

but you can apply for God's glory for the rest of your life.

This book has been hands down the best prophetic training manual for use in evangelism that I

have read. Matthew lays down a simplistic methodology which begins with loving Jesus and loving

people. His compassion for the lost and the saints in delivering "seeds" of the prophetic is real and

honest. I recommend this book and its application for those desiring to evangelize God's way!

What an incredible encouragement! Reading this book helps you understand that prophesy is easy

and exciting. The author has a deep understanding of the Holy Spirit and our role as Christians to

the unsaved world. If we keep it about love, we can't lose! And the activation prayer at the end is

fantastic. Everybody needs to read this before they hit the streets. It will really help.

This book is an essential for the Christian who has prophetic gifts but has never been sure what to

do about them in real life. I cannot tell you what a help this has been to my life! I feel this book is a

necessity as a part of every REAL Christians training in The Lord and doing what He said to do.

This book was very easy to read and was encouraging for the reader to step out and give prophetic

evangelism a try. For a subject that may be intimidating or daunting to readers, the author creates a

warm, friendly environment to dispel fear. He gives helpful tips and suggestions that one may have

never even thought of. He has a very unique ending that really seals the instruction! The only

criticism I have is that while I'm reading the book, I find myself wanting to know, "HOW do you DO

it? Or how to you receive the prophesy from the Holy Spirit? He does touch on it nicely at the very

end but for a Newby like myself, I'd love to see a little more on that piece of the puzzle. Nice read!

Would definitely recommend to others.

Really great book for people who are gaining confidence in their prophetic ability. Has a good, easy

to read nonreligious type of format. I like the part about how the enemy will always cause you to

dought your prophetic gift because it has so much power. The book however is not for people to just

read it and move on with the rest of their life, it is for people who are going to apply what is written

and take it too the streets and step out in faith. This book is written to conquer fear and step out of

our comfort zone.
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